








There is great interest in Neolithic 

technique and technology.

Neolithic forms and decoration are 

used both in teaching assignments and 

in the creative work of  ceramics.





Students course work



Black or soot/smoked pottery is very popular today. Like Neolithic pottery, it 

is not glazed and burned in open fire wood kilns at 1040 C







Glaze it for daily use



Influenced by the above, designer Laima Grigone and manufacturer Vaidava Ceramics

created the Eclipse collection, which is exported to many countries around the world.



Livonian pottery – 13.-16. century

influence of  German pottery, beginning of  angobas drawings



Shapes and drawings can be judged from archaeological excavations



Students interested in historical ceramics have the opportunity to practice in museums 

and work on restoration work



There are potters who make replicas of  Livonian pottery or improvise on pottery shapes 

and paintings of  the time











Old Riga cup found in archaeological excavations in Riga, dating from the 17th century 

end. A must-copy for every student in our department.



The most important region of  Latvian ethnographic ceramics. Clay mining, families of  

ceramicists who have been potters from generation to generation





Antons Šmulāns. Small plastic figures are typical only in Latgale



It`s because of  the luxurious candlesticks that the dishes with curly edges are called 

Latgale Baroque



Our students also work with Latgale craftsmen in summer practice and learn these 

techniques



In Latgale, potters follow traditions in form 

and color. Latgale is the place in Latvia 

where traditions are still alive today.







Ethnographic ceramics 19.-21.century. Vidzeme

Vidzeme ceramic forms are most evident today in works where design and craft 

traditions meet





The most typical potter in Vidzeme is Jēkabs Dranda, who used dowry chests paintings in 

his plates themes





In Vidzeme pottery workshop



Practice at potters



Study work with Ethnographic Open Air Museum





Vidzeme ceramicists, 

Vidzeme ceramic traditions today

Arnis Preiss



Vidzeme ceramicists, 

Vidzeme ceramic traditions today

Ingrīda Žagata



Vidzeme ceramic traditions today.  MAALI



Vidzeme ceramic traditions today

Ausma Žūriņa



Vidzeme ceramic traditions today. Ingrīda Žagata, diploma work RDAS, 1984



Vidzeme ceramic traditions today. Guntis Svikulis



Ethnographic ceramics 19.-21.century. Kurzeme

Ceramics is the least engaged in this area



«A can of  twigs» - spout jugs like coffee cans are specific only to this area



Drawings in angoba are also characteristic of  Kurzeme pottery. 

There are no direct followers of  ceramic traditions in the region.





Ethnography as a source of  inspiration for design. ESSE, Esmeralda Purvišķe



Ethnography as a source of  inspiration for design. ESSE, Esmeralda Purvišķe



Ethnography as a source of  inspiration for design. Beate Šņuka



Ethnography as a source of  inspiration for design. Nellija Dzalba



Ethnography as a source of  inspiration for design.

Laima Grigone



Ethnography as a source of  inspiration for design. Imants Klīdzējs



Ethnography as a source of  inspiration for design. Vaidava Ceramics factory 

and Eliza Sakniņa diploma work, done at the factory as a supplement to Vaidava

Ceramics tableware collection «Land«, fish dishes.



Thank you for your attention!


